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How to… 
Create an account  

To get started with transcription, you will first create an account. Click on The Transcription Project on 

The Sid Sackson Portal header menu. Scroll down past the colorful status tracker and click on the link to 

create an account.  

 

Fill out the form and click “Create your account.” Once it has successfully been created, you will see a 

message in green that reads “Your Sackson Portal account has been created! You may now login and 

begin transcribing!” 

 

 

https://sacksonportal.museumofplay.org/s/sackson-portal/page/transcription-project
https://sacksonportal.museumofplay.org/
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Return to The Transcription Project 

page on The Sid Sackson Portal. 

Then you can select one of the open 

transcription projects at the bottom 

of the page. 

This will take you to the Scripto 

module of the site, where individual 

pages of each diary are transcribed. 

 

 

 

Click Log in on the bar at the top of the page and enter your login information. Now you are ready to start 

transcribing.  

Click on Project guidelines to review the best practices for transcription as well as the formatting 

guidelines you should follow as you transcribe. 

Click on Browse manuscripts to return to the list of pages to select one to transcribe. 

 

Select a page to transcribe 

Select Browse manuscripts at the top of the Scripto page to see the list of pages in that diary year. You 

will be able to see the status of the pages in the table as “not transcribed” or if it was transcribed and the 

approved. 

 

 

Click on the thumbnail or title link if the page is shown as “Not transcribed”. Then click “Transcribe” on 

the next page. 

https://sacksonportal.museumofplay.org/s/sackson-portal/page/transcription-project
https://sacksonportal.museumofplay.org/
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The page to be transcribed will be shown on the left, and the transcription pane with formatting buttons 

will be on the right. Use your mouse to move the page around and zoom in/out. Make sure you have 

reviewed the Project guidelines page to review the best practices for transcription as well as the 

formatting guidelines you should follow as you transcribe. 

 

 

Apply formatting  

To apply formatting, highlight the word of phrase and click the formatting button in the bar above the 

pane. [You will use B for bold, I for italics, U for underlining, and S for cross-outs/strikeouts, as well as 

“horizontal rule” (use after the headers and between entries for different days if on the same page).] 

Tip: Do not double click a word to highlight it, as this will often include 

the space next to the word and apply the formatting to the space as well! 

Instead, click and drag to highlight the word/phrase. 
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The formatting will be applied with HTML 

tags, as this example to the right shows.  

 

 

Once you click the red SAVE button above 

the transcription pane, you will see that the 

formatting is applied in the transcription. 

Note that although the line breaks no longer 

appear after saving, they still will show up 

in the official transcription metadata once it 

is approved and available in the collection. 

 

 

 

 

After you have finished transcribing a page, check the box for “Mark this revision as complete” to the left 

of the red SAVE button. 

 

Click Browse manuscripts to select the next entry to transcribe. 
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Continue transcribing in date order 

If you are transcribing multiple entries at a time, you may want to continue transcribing in date order. 

When you are on the Browse manuscripts page, click Sort, change Last transcribed to “ascending” then 

click the red SORT button. You should then be able to select the next chronological page to transcribe 

from the list. 
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FAQs 
 

Q: Is there an example diary year to which I can refer? 

A: Yes! The 1964 diary has already been fully transcribed and can be viewed if you would like to 

see how the transcription looks for that year. 

Q: Can I work on a different year than is available for transcribing? 

A: Only 5 diaries will be available for transcription at a time. This allows us to ensure 

transcription is complete on a diary before another year is available for transcription. 

Q: Help! Am I doing this wrong?! 

A: Don’t worry! Transcription takes some getting used to and you’ll find that you get better the 

more you practice. Just remember to use your best judgement when transcribing and someone 

will double check the work before it gets approved. 

Q: Why can’t I find the transcript I just typed when I try to keyword search for it? 

A: Whether you are browsing the collection on the portal or searching Scripto on the transcription 

side, your transcription will not be searchable until the transcription has been reviewed and status 

is changed to approved by the library staff at The Strong. 

Q: Is there a way for me to see the pages on which I last worked? How about all of my contributions to 

the project? 

A: Yes! When you are logged in on the Scripto side, you can click on the SCRIPTO – 

TRANSCRIPTION – YYYY DIARY link in the top left corner of the page header, and this will 

show your recent contributions. (From that page, you can also click on the VIEW YOUR 

CONTRIBUTIONS button to see everything on which you’ve helped!) 

Q: When will my transcription be available on the site? Where can I see it? 

A: Your transcription needs to go through the approval process before it’s publicly available. If 

you want to review any transcribed work, just go to Browse the Collection on The Sid Sackson 

Portal and search for a date or word/phrase. Formatted transcriptions will appear at the bottom of 

the page after “Full Metadata.” (Transcriptions will only show up for the .JPG image of an 

individual page, not in the .PDF access version to a full annual diary.)  

 

Additional Questions? 
 

For more information on the best practices for transcription, please reference the NARA Citizen Archivist 

Dashboard: https://www.archives.gov/citizen-archivist/transcribe/tips. 

Still stuck or have a question we didn’t address? Email library@museumofplay.org. 

https://sacksonportal.museumofplay.org/s/sackson-portal/item
https://sacksonportal.museumofplay.org/
https://sacksonportal.museumofplay.org/
https://www.archives.gov/citizen-archivist/transcribe/tips

